
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

All buildings still showed marks of wind and water, but goods were
displayed and business _______________________.
1.

(transact)was being transacted

He thought he ___________________ with, when, in fact, Boyd was only
letting his tongue run on naturally.
2.

(play)
was being played

All she knew was that she __________________, first forward, then
backward; and then, oh, horrors!
3.

(fling)
was being flung

In the meanwhile the elections __________________ in Piedmont.4. (hold)were being held

Every hour now France and Belgium were recovering precious soil and
cities, and thousands of their people _______________________ from
German bondage.

5.

(liberate)
were being liberated

A small fire __________________ in the centre of the circle, and towards
this at last, like nocturnal insects, the larger number of the people in the two
camps slowly concentrated.

6.

(build)

was being built

On entering the boat I found that both the oars had fallen overboard, and I
could not therefore row the boat; and as the tide was running out very rapidly
I ____________________ towards the bar.

7.

(carry)was being carried

Something had its grip on him-just what he did not seem to know-but
something monstrous and merciless in its mechanism, and something
_________________ about him-just what he did not appear to comprehend.

8.

(say)
was being said

It was too dark to see much, but he heard the hen-house door creak, and
was conscious even in the darkness that it ___________________ slowly
open.

9.

(push)
was being pushed

A reconciliation always made Morgan happy, for its own sake quite as
much as for the belief that his ambition _______________________.
10.

(recognise)
was being recognised
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Always, it seemed to him, she ______________________ to him thus
strongly against a surrounding halo of light, revealing every gracious line of
her figure and her sweet, clean profile.

11.

(present)

was being presented

While the quadrille ___________________ he stood by a window and
looked on.
12.

(dance)
was being danced

When the steel ribs were satisfactorily completed, and had been found to
be exactly as designed in the mould loft, they were taken into the shed where
the yacht ________________________.

13.

(construct)was being constructed

It was alleged, when the purchase _________________, that the money
was wanted before the mortgage could be effected, and you desired us to
advance it.

14.

(make)

was being made

The previous evening, when the girl thought that she
________________________, the attendant saw her take something from a
hiding place and rub her face with it two or three times.

15.

(not/watch)
was not being watched

They had got within a few hundred yards of it when there came a shock
so terrible that it seemed as if the binding forces of nature
_______________________.

16.

(dissolve)were being dissolved

The hero of the accident, overhearing where they were carrying him,
imagined that he _____________________ charge.
17.

(give in)was being given in

His body __________________ to bear witness of the fashion by which it
had come to its dumb estate, wherein it could not compel others, but was
most ruthlessly at their will.

18.

(ask)

was being asked

She was surely and quickly coming back to her own; the normal woman in
her _______________________.
19.

(reinstate)was being reinstated

The German staff had blundered in its initial strategy, but the defect
_____________________.
20.

(repair)was being repaired
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